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The half term break was just lovely and I have to say that I turned off my 

phone and moved away from my emails for a little while too. It was very 

much needed. I was also really pleased that we had the two week break. I 

always feel that the two week breaks gives the children and team a real rest 

and we return to school with all the energy we need to learn hard, work hard 

and play hard. Just talking about this two week half term I have not been able 

to collate all the replies for the Trustees regarding the two weeks and I have 

put this on my urgent to do list as a priority. I do feel very sad that the Isle of 

Wight has taken the decision not to do the two weeks next October half term 

because I definitely feel and see the benefit of it. I will let you know as soon as 

I can. I promise! 

This week in school has been lovely and we have returned back to some 

super activities and learning. Yesterday, our Science Leads completed a 

Science Walk and I have been popping in and out of the learning all week to 

see the great range of activities taking place including Dance Live, Outdoor 

Learning Day, swimming, ballet and the final installation of our artificial grass 

mile run track, which we hope the children will be able to use right through 

the winter to complete their daily mile run. This has been funded through the 

Sports Premium that we received, the marathon sponsorship money and a 

donation from ‘Kositoes’ who installed the track. We are so pleased that this 

has come to fruition and will enhance the health and wellbeing of our children 

now and in the years to come. Talking of the marathon on the last day of 

term, it was such a great day and we were really impressed with the 

children’s stamina and resilience and all the support from our families. So 

far, we have raised £1500 which is amazing! Thank you so much.  

We are looking at other fundraising opportunities and one of the suggestions 

is for the children to challenge a teacher. I think this may be a great idea. 

Anyway, we have lots of ideas that we are exploring as well as being able to 

put on a bubble Fayre for each year group, a virtual Christmas raffle, as well as 

our Christmas cards and gifts. This morning, the John Lewis advert popped up 

in my email which really brought it home to me that Christmas is not too far 

away. I do not feel that this Christmas will be a reflection of our Christmases 

pre-covid but I am hoping we will have some community Christmas events to 

share with you all.  

Yesterday, we sent out information regarding our special secret surprise on 

Monday 20th December and I have been so pleased with the support and 

response that I know this will be a great day for the children and a lovely 

way to end this term. Just for your information, on Tuesday 21st December, 

which is our last day of term, we are going to close after lunchtime at 1pm. 

We will also be closing The Den at this time too and I wanted to 

communicate this with you so that there is plenty of time to organise 

alternative arrangements if needed. We return on Wednesday 5th January 

2022! Let’s hope that 2022 is post-pandemic completely!  

I just wanted to clarify our new home learning approach. In September we 

moved from the Home Learning grids and home work coming out, to weekly 

challenges. The whole school is exactly the same with maths being set on a 

Friday and due in on Monday, English on a Monday and due on a Thursday and 

curriculum focus out on a Thursday and back on a Thursday. All of the 

challenges set will come through on Dojo Portfolio so that it does not get lost 

in the stream of posts.  

We also have Reading Eggs, Rockstar Timetable Maths, Spelling Shed and 

Maths Shed for the children to access at home too. I was asked about 

sending home paper copies and we wanted to move away from this for 

environmental and budget reasons, so I do appreciate it can all feel a little bit 

confusing with the amount of communication that comes out, but we do try 

to keep you informed with everything that happens. 

Just an aside to this, I was also talking about spellings come home. We have 

just started a brand new spelling programme and we hope that this will 

support our Talk For Writing and reading programmes that we have in school. 

I believe focus spellings will be shared with you also via Dojo to learn and 

embed at home too. I cannot stress enough the importance of learning at 

home. The children who engage in home learning, reading and activities 

outside of school often achieve higher outcomes and as we want the best for 

all our children. The home/school relationship is vital.  

The school photographer is booked for Thursday 18th November. We had 

started looking round at different providers but unfortunately with 

everything that has happened it went by the wayside and so we have invited 

Atlas Images back into school again. We did speak to Chris about trying a 

different style of photograph but he felt that families liked a similar style so 

that they could follow the children through the years. Funnily enough over 

the holidays I changed the picture frame on my own children’s school 

photographs and I had put all their photographs on top of each other, so I 

had great delight in going all the way through their school years. It was a 

really precious moment. On the subject of photographs, you may have 

noticed that we were absent from the County Press last Friday. We did not 

receive the email inviting photos but we have contacted them and now sent 

them photographs of our Reception classes which they will try and put in 

again shortly.  

Before we start on next week in school, the teachers are in school on 

Saturday for Training with Mr P ICT, who is quite famous on YouTube and 

Instagram. We are very much looking forward to this day!  

Next week in school, we have our second Open Day for our new Reception 

2022/2023. We are taking bookings for tours on that day but also tours for 

any day. We had a lovely Stay and Play yesterday for our new Reception 

children and they repeat every Wednesday throughout November, please do 

come along! Existing Year R families who missed out on their tours last year 

are more than welcome to book too.  

I have also just seen that next Friday is Children In Need! That seems to 

have crept up on us! I will check with the charity team regarding their plans 

and get some information out to you ASAP.  

Finally, I would like to welcome Angela Cordon to the Lanesend family as 

our new Finance and HR Lead.  

Phew, I think that is it! Have a lovely end of the week and weekend. 

PS. Our class set of virtual headsets have just arrived and I cannot wait to 

play with them!  

Caroline Sice, Headteacher 
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Well done to Berxwedan Aylanc 
who has been collecting litter on 
his way to school everyday. What 

an amazing thing to do for our 
community. We are so proud of 

you Berxwedan! 
 

 

 

 

Last Week’s Answer:  

C 

We are asking for donations of 

any unwanted children’s          

magazines or comics in school. 

Please bring to the front office. 

Thank you. 
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Reception— Talk to me about... Our pumpkin investigation leading to our pumpkin volcano and also outdoor classroom day.  

Words to use... Chemical reaction, investigation, questioning, prediction. 

Tips for the week... practise blending sounds together in CVC words such as cat, hat, dog, leg.  

We have been reading... Leaf Man by Lois Elert and Polar Bear, Polar Bear What Can you Hear?  

 
Year 1— Talk to me about... how to keep things warm or cold.  

Words to use... insulation, warm, cold, freezing, Arctic, Antarctic. 

Tips for the week...what do we have at home that keeps us (or things) warm or cold? Why do they work well (or not)? 

We have been reading... Lost and Found and a special postcard from a penguin.  

 
Year 2— Talk to me about...materials.  

Words to use...hard, soft, smooth, rough, transparent, opaque, strong, flexible, stretchy, suitable, purpose. 

Tips for the week...keep counting. Count in 10’s and 2’s, forwards and backwards. Count on the way to school, walking up 
steps, everywhere! 

We have been reading...Seb and the sun. 

 

Year 3– Talk to me about: light. 

Words to use: transparent, translucent, opaque, straight line, energy, shadow. 

Tips for the week: Using number bonds to add hundreds. 

We have been reading: The Christmas Pig by JK Rowling, The Christmasaurus by Tom Fletcher and How to Wash a Woolly 
Mammoth by Michelle Robinson. 

 

Year 4- Talk to me about... Negative numbers and where we use these in real life. Think freezing temperatures! 

Words to use... Rhetorical questions, exaggeration and persuasion. 

Tips for the week... Look around your bedroom window in the morning. Can you identify where a gas has changed state into 
a liquid? 

We have been reading... Shackleton’s Journey by William Grill. 

 

Year 5—Talk to me about...Forces  

Words to use...Gravity, air resistance, water resistance and friction 

Tips for the week...Don't forget to exchange when subtracting if your top digit is smaller than the one below it 

We have been reading...The Old Mill, The Polar Bear Explorers Club 

 

Year 6— In year 6 we are learning about the way that birds have adapted to different environments.  

Talk to me about evolution and the survival of the fittest.  

In maths we are mastering division - practising my times tables will really help! 

We have been studying ‘The Dreadful Menace’ in English and learning how to read with expression.  

 

Use these prompts with your children at home to start a Conversation about 

their week in school... 
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Just a reminder of our 

P.E. uniform is black 

shorts or skorts only 

with our Lanesend Logo 

P.E. T-shirt. Please 

ensure your children 

wear these items only for 

their P.E lessons in 

school. Thank you. 
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NEW! 

Fun Spanish Club 
starting in November! 

Contact Ekine Fernandez Coster  

M: 07883097896 

Lcfclubs.iow@gmail.com 

 

Www.facebook.com/LanguageClubsIow 

After school care 
which is fun and 

educational! 

Fun activities 
For children from 

reception to year                 

6 

Games, 
storytelling, 

songs, 
crafts.... 
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